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Engineering Fair Begins Tomorrow
Exhibits Open To
General Public

Nominations For
Student Body
The first Engineering-Agriculture Fair, held in 1932, was Officers Are Set
so well received and enjoyed by the people who saw it, that,

Lawrence Gressette, .president
of the student body, has announced that nominations for
president and vice-president of the
student body will be held at a
Student Body meeting in the ColNow, in 1954, the old and new
in architecture and engineering electron misroscope, and X-ray lege Auditorium next Tuesday,
are again to be presented for the equipment, arid flocculation and April 12 at 6 p. m.
publics education and entertain- deflocculation apparatus.
Also
ment, beginning tomorrow at 2:00 klins and controls, a Hardinge The persons nominated for the
p. m.
mill and air classifier, a Denission office of president shall be a
The schedule of events is as press, and a spiral lab machine member of either the Junior or
that defies the law of gravity. Senior Class provided he becomes
follows:
Friday, April 9—1:00-10:00 p. These exhibits will be set up in a senior no later than the Februm.—Exhibits open to the pub- Olin Hall
The electrical engineers have a ary following his election. The
lic.
telsa
coil, a surge generator, vice-president shall be either a
Saturday, April
10—2:0010:00 p. m.—Exhibits open to strength tester, induction and junior or senior. Both offices
dialectric heating, capacity relay, require a 2.5 cumulative grade
the publicvoice modulated light beam, miSunday,
April
11—2:00- crowave demonstrator, a there- point ratio under the old system.
10:00 p. m.—Exhibits open to min, and a ham radio transmitter
Nominations for the Senior
Miss Nelle Blanchard of Augusta, Georgia, was selected Honorary
the public.
demonstrations in Riggs Hall.
Council shall be made at the meetCadet Colonel at the Military Ball last Friday night. Escorted
Some of the exhibits to be seen
Also a remote controlled boat, ing of the Student Body imby J. T. Gibbs of North Augusta, Miss Blanchard passes beneath
and their locations are: In the a magic clock, an electronic door
the Arch of Steel formed by members of the Executive Sergeants
mediately
following
the
nominaArchitectural field — junior and opener, a hot air engine, BabClub. The n%w Colonel will review the cadet corps during
fifth year design work, water col- cock and Wilcox boilers, and a tions for candidates for president
the Mother's Day festivities May 9.—-(TIGER Photo by Jack
ors, senior working drawings, unit air conditioner.
Trimmier).
George Edwards (left) and Jerry Dempsey
Architectural-Engineering Fair which opens toand vice-president of the Student
freshman, sophomore, and junior
(right) make final adjustments on a pulse-jet
morrow. Exhibits will be set up in Riggs Hall,
The mechanical engineers have Body. The number of candidates
design work, and daylight time a pulse-jet engine, an oilless enthe internal engine lab—annex C, Shop
engine of the buzz-bomb type which will be on
Building, and Olin Hall.
(TIGER Photo by
diplay this week-end in the mechanical engistudies on the third floor of Riggs gine, L-P gas for engine fuel shall not exceed fifteen and shall
neering department's exhibits in the bi-annual
Jack Trimmier.)
Hall.
and project "X", speed varia- be reduced to that number if
The chemical engineers have tions by light intensity in Riggs necessary by a secret ballot before
displayed in the shop building a Hall.
the termination of that meeting.
ballistics gun that can't miss, a
The civil engineers have disdust engine, a hot and cold de- played in Riggs Hall an instru- The fifteen nominees receiving
monstration apparatus that takes ment and blueprint display, slide the highest number of votes shall
Miss Nelle Blanchard of Augusta, Georgia, was chosen
air at room temperature in one rule display, military bridges, be candidates for election.
Honorary
Cadet Colonel at the annual Military Ball held
end and puts it out at 150 degrees photogrammetry display, a filter
Eligibility for membership to Friday night in the Field House. Miss Blanchard was eson
one
side
and
18
degrees
on
display, and' a construction maAssistant Secretary Army, Hugh
the Senior Council is limited to
the other, and displays on pres- terials display.
M. Milton, who was the principal mand of J. W. Phillips of Timcorted by John T. Gibbs of North Augusta.
sure.
The industrial engineers have students who are members of the
speaker at the annual Scabbard monsville.
Miss Blanchard was selected by
The ceramic engineers have a in the shop building demonstra- Senior Class at the time of enJohn T. Gibbs, who is captain
and Blade Banquet held at the
a panel of judges headed by Mr.
South
Carolina
map
showing
the
tions on foundry and forge, me- trance to such office. Any memClemson House last Friday night, of Scabbard and Blade, was mas- ■ George Buck, architecture junHugh M. Milton, assistant SecreApril 2, said that civilization now ter of ceremonies at the banquet. ior of Columbia, was elected pres- locations of raw materials, high tallurgy lab, welding room, wood ber shall have a grade point ratio
tary of the Army.
of 2.5 (under the old system).
has the power to destroy itself. Other officers of the national ident of the Clemson Baptist Stu- powered optical microscopes, an| shop, and a 15-inch drill press
Miss Blanchard's staff was
honorary
military
society
are
W.
Speaking directly to Clemson cachosen
at different intermission
dent
Union
last
Wednesday
night,
dets who are potential officers Mr. F. Webb of Brunson, first lieu- March 31 at the Clemson Baptist
parties during the night. Miss
tenant;
B.
K.
Chreitzberg,
of
WilMilton said that they face a world
Genie Paden of Clerrrson, who was
Church.
of uncertainty, but life had always lipmston, second lieutenant; and
escorted by John Duffie of SumThe
other
officers
include
enW. L. Bross of Greenwood, first
been that way.
ter, was chosen cadet private from
listment vice-president, Genair
sergeant.
Other high ranking officials at
the dates of members of the FreshPage, agricultural engineering
The Beauties selected for this man Platoon.
the banquet inducted Senator Olin
sophomore of Dillon; social viceyear's TAPS were announced at
D. Johnston and Congressman W.
president, Jimmy Young husbanMiss Elise Crane of Anderson,
the TAPS Junior-Senior Ball last
J. Bryan Dorn who flew from
dry sophomore of Orangeburg; dewho
was the date of Homer Platt
Saturday night.
Washington to Anderson with Mr.
votional vice - president, Leroy
of Anderson, was picked to reign
Miss
Eloise
McMeekin
of
CoMilton. At the Anderson AirBryant animal husbandry sophoas honorary cadet corporal. Miss
lumbia and Winthrop College, who Shirley McMillan of Latta to be
port the group was met by a group
more of Darlington; secretary,
had been chosen Miss TAPS for the honorary cadet sergeant. She
of Clemson dignitaries and escortRobert McDaniel, animal husban1954,| was presented with three was the date of Jim Truluck of
ed to the campus. Upon arrival
dry junior of Leeds; and treasurer
of the six girls chosen to be in the Lake City. She was selected
on the campus an honor guard
John David Patrick, agricultural
beauty section of the annual. Miss over the dates of members of the
composed of Company D-4 of the
engineering junior of Clemson.
McMeekin was chosen Homecom- Executive Sergeants Club. These
Cadet Corp and the regimental
Also, Sunday School Superining Queen and Miss Clemson last girls will be the official staff for
band company met the group.
An award, set up by Mr. W. tendent, Lawrence Starkey, arts
fall. She represented the college Colonel" Blanchard.
Company D-4 is commanded by B. Camp of Bakersfield, Califor- and sciences sophomore of Clemat the Gator Bowl festivities JanWilson Parham of Sumter and nia, will be given to a member of son; training union director, FletMiss Blanchard attended schools
uary 1.
band company is under the com- the local chapter of Blue Key, na- cher Derrick, pre-medicine junior
in Augusta where she was selected
Others announced were Miss to represent her classes in the
tional honor fraternity, at its an- of Johnston; publicity chairman,
Iris Karnegay of Bennettsville beauty section of the annuals. She
nual spring banquet to be held Hoyt Hardee, agricultural engineering unior of Loris; extension
and Winthrop, Miss Ann Byrum of attended junior college in Augusta
later this month.
Greenville, and Miss Norma where she also appeared in the
The award, to be called the chairman, Moodye Clary, archiBroadbent of Hartsville.
Wofford B. Camp Award, will be tecture junior of Charleston;
beauty section. Misa Blanchard
BLOCK AND BRTOLE CLUB
presented to recognize outstanding music chairman, Terry McMillan,
The other three beauties who graduated from junior college with
The Block and Bridle Club will leadership in the Clemson College vocational agricultural education
were unable to attend the dance highest honors as she had from
meet next Tuesday, April 13, at Blue Key. The recepient of the junior of Bamberg; promotions
are Miss Charlie Andrews of high school.
6:15 in room 12 of the Dairy award will have shown both lead- chairman, Wildon Hucks, vocaGreenwood and Lander College,
She found herself in the secBuilding. Plans for a banquet ership in academic work, and ex- tional agricultural education junMiss Myrtly Smith of Columbia tional finals in the recent Maid of
ior
of
Galivant's
Ferry;
Christian
will be made.
tracurricula activities. He will be
and Miss Joyce Sprouce of Union Cotton contests and was judged
judged on his active participation actions chairman, Wayne Davis,
and Winthrop College.
runner-up. She is presently emYMCA MEET
in various types of student organi- arts and science junior of Liberty
These seven girls were picked ployed in an Augusta bank.
George Nutt, Jr., pre-medicine
The annual Interstate YMCA zations.
by a panel of judges during the
The Honorary Cadet Colonel
Meeting of the Carolinas will be
The selection will be made by freshman of Clemson, was elected
Midwinter Balls February 19 and and her staff will participate in
held at Montreat, N. C, April 23- a permanant three-man commit- to head the Sunday night Training
20.
the Mother's Day ceremonies when
24-25. Faculty members and stu- tee consisting of the treasurer of Union. Selected as Wednasday
The cover of the '54 TAPS was they will review the respective
night
Training
Union
president
dents interested in attending Clemson College, the chairman of
on display at the dance. Designed organizations from which they
should contact Dr. G. H. Aull or the faculty committee on student were Neill Phillips, agricultural
by L. D. Tankersley, the cover were chosen. The colonel will
organizations, and the faculty ad- engineering freshman of Easjley;
P. B. Holtzendorff at the YMCA.
features a huge tiger paw clawing review the entire Cadet Corps.
Don
Quattlebaum,
dairy
sophovisor of Blue Key.
sand in which "TAPS 1954" is
The award will be a sterling more of Chester; Bill Pressley, agCAMP LONG
scratched.
The Camp Long YM and YW silver Revere bowl appropriately ricultural economics sophomore of
Biltmore,
N.
C;
Heywood
Ram
Christian Association Training engraved.
Mr. Camp, who originated the sey, agricultural engineering
Conference will be held at Camp
Deadline For Mother
Long April 23-24-25. Students in- award, graduated from Clemson freshman of Brevard, N. C; John
terested in attending should con- in 1916, with a B. S. degree in Sinclair, textile engineering soph'
Principals of the forthcoming Little Theater proAna, Anthony Ellner as Don Gonzalo, and Joe
Of Year Nominations
tact Lamar Neville. Tom Bookhart, agronomy. He was made an hon- omore of Camden; and Bob Smith,
duction of "Don Juan in Hell are (left to right)
Young as Satan.
Jerry Dempsey, Jerry Hammett, orary member of Blue Key last arts and sciences junior of Lan
John Bennett as Don Juan, Ann Bond as Dona
Set For Tomorrow
Terry McMillan, Wayne Davis, or fall and come to Clemson for his drum..
The regular monthly meeting of
Also, Stanley Smith, mechanical
Weston Weldon or inquire at the formal initiation. He is presiStudents are reminded that to- the Clemson Wildlife Club will
dent and owner of Georgiana engineering sophomore of Charles"Y" office.
morrow is the deadline for nom- be held Friday, April 9, in the Y.
ton; Ben Wiggins, dairy junior of
Farms, Inc., in Bakersfield.
inations for Clemson's Mother M. C. A. cabin. The meeting will
Columbia;
and
Patrick
Woods,
VESPERS
of the Year for 1954.
start at 6 p. m. with a chicken
chemical engineering sophomore
This past Sunday night, a group
Nominations may be turned in supper being served for $1.00 per
of
Naval
Base.
from De La Howe School presentto Philip Porcher. The nomina- plate.
These men who were recently
ed evening vespers at the Y. M. C.
tions, which must contain the
A bartering session will be held
elected to office will attend the
The Clemson Little Theater is and formal evening wear for the self-conscious: in short, a god."
A. Rev. E. F. Gettys, a former Y
student's reasons why the nomi- from 3:00 to 6:00 for fishing and
Spring
Retreat
which
will
be
held
1
currently
rehearsing
for
its
next
Cabinet President at Clemson, was
players, there is nothing but the
In the debate, which constitutes nee should be the Clemson hunting equipment.
at Winthrop this coming weekend, production, the "Don Juan in
in charge of the group.
eloquent
talk
of
Shaw
in
his
most
the
specific structure of the play, Mother, will be given to a speAlpha
Phi
Omega,
national
April 9, 10, and 11.
The Wildlife Club will sponHell" episode from G. B. Shaw's
The program featured vocal segrandiose manner.
Don Juan is the spokesman for cial committee of Tiger Broth- sor a Turkey Shoot from 10:00
Installation of the new officers Man and Superman.
lections by members of the depu- service fraternity, recently electIn general, "Don Juan in Hell" this "Life Force." Opposed to erhood members for final selec- a. m. to 6:00 p. m., April 14th.
tation and a talk by Mr. Gettys. ed officers for the club. They will take place on Mother's Day,
The cast, as announced by the
tion.
The shoot will be held at Jewel
A large group of Clemson stu- will serve their terms of office May 9 at the Clemson Baptist play's director, J. V. Winter, in- is Shaw's contribution to the dy- him, and seconding, as Shaw sees
during the 1954-'55 school year.
The mother chosen for the Bridge, four miles north of ClemChurch and they will assume their cludes Ann Bond, as Dona Ana, namic-evolution philosophies of it, disasthously short-sighted aims
dents attended the program.
Those elected were: President, duties after the installation.
Joe Young, as Satan, Tony Ell- the nineteenth century which pit- for men, is Satan. To him the honor will be presented at the son on the Clemson-Six Mile
Leon Cooper, textile manufacturroad. Proceeds from the shoot
P. S. A.
ner, as Don Gonzalo, and John ted the concept of men's perfecti- worst waste, necessitated by the annual Mother's Day festivities will be used to better the fishing
ing junior of Columbia; viceLife Force, is the waste of the May 9, and will review the cadet
bility
against
the
hard
and
bitter
Mr. J. Roy Cooper. Assistant president, Don Harrison, textile
Bennett as Don Juan. John Huntat Lake Issaqueena. A special
Secretary of the Y. M. C. A. was manufacturing junior of Brunson;
er will be in charge *of produc- doctrine of a mechanistically de- power of enjoyment and he is the corps with Miss Nelle Blanch- event will be held for ladies and
spokesman
for
hedonism,
for
the
ard,
this
year's
Honorary
Cadet
termined universe then generally
the guest speaker this week at P. Mike Ashmore, textile engineertion.
boys and girls under twelve years
enlightened sensuous tempera- Colonel.
S. A.
The Don Juan play will consti- held by science. It is a concept
The choir of the Clemson Mething junior of Greenville, recordof age.
ment,
for
love,
for
beauty
and
for
The
contest
is
an
annual
projwhich
holds
that
man,
far
from
ing secretary; Bob Parker, elec- odist Church will present the Len tute the first production resulting
happiness.
"I
prefer
to
be
my
TRUSTEE MEDAL
trical engineering freshman of ten Cantata, "The Life Everlast- from a policy laid down this year being a helpless cog in a great own master," he concludes, and ect of Tiger Brotherhood, local
service fraternity.
Competition for the Trustees Spartanburg, corresponding sec- ing," at the worship service hour whereby it was planned that new, predestined machine, is in reality
not the tool of any blundering
Medal will begin Monday after- retary; John Templeton, textile Sunday morning at 11:30 o'clock. even experimental, dramaturgy the product of eons of struggle on
universal force. I know that
noon, April 11.
L. P. Crawford, Mayor of
manufacturing junior of Green- The choir is under the direction of might be attempted by the Clem- the part of the "Life Force" to beauty is good to look at; that
son group. The play itself is a achieve "Higher and higher orSo far, 12 men have entered the ville, treasurer; and sergeant-at- Prof. C. H. Watson.
Clemson, has announced that
music
is
good
to
hear;
that
love
is
contest. After the preliminary arms, Bob McClure, textile engiDr. C. W. Bolen of the Social departure from modern orthodox ganization, wider, deeper, intenser good to feel; and that they are all
the Pickens County Registration
The TIGER will not be pubeliminations Monday, the final neering junior of Anderson.
Science Department spoke to the drama, being more in the nature self-consciousness and clearer self- good to think about and talk
Board for county and state
understanding."
And
its
ultimate
lished
next
week
due
to
Easter
of
a
reading
than
a
formal
play
Wesley
Foundation
last
night
on
eliminations will take place later
The club is planning to send
about.
purpose
is
to
achieve
the
perfect
elections will be at Martin's
this month.
holidays which begin April 15.
delegates to the annual South- "The Christian and War". Re- and performed without many of
"Don Juan in Hell" will be
Professor C. B. Green of the eastern Conclave which is to be freshments were served by one of the usual stage trappings. Be- individual, who shall be "Om
Drug Store April 12 from 9 a.
The
regular
weekly
issue
will
English Department is in charge held in Charleston at The Citadel, the circles of the Woman's Society yond a few basis lighting and nipotent, omiscient, infallible and produced in the Chemistry Au- be printed the following week.
m. to 5 p. m.
on May 8 and 9.
of the contest this year.
of Christian Service of the church. sound effects, a scene backdrop withal, completely, unilludedly ditorium, May 5, 6, and 7. ^

with additions and improvements, it was presented again the
following year. With the cooperation of'the students and
faculty of the departments concerned the fair has been presented at intervals during the intervening years.

HUGH W. MILTON SPEAKS AT
SCABBARD, BLADE BANQUET

Miss Blanchard Chosen
Honorary Cadet Colonel

T
UNI ELECTS GEO.

I

JUDGES NAME
MISS TAPS'
FOR YEAR 1954

W. B. CAMP SEIS
UP
LOCAL BLUE KEY

Wild Life Club Meet
Will Be Held In
T Cabin April 9

Little Theater Currently Rehearsing
Next Production, "Don Juan In Hell"

Alpha Phi Omega
Elects Officers
For 54-'55 Term

Methodist- Choir
To Give Cantata

NOTICE

No TIGER Next Week
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TH~ TIGER—"He Roars For Clemson A & M"
TALK OF THE TOWN

For Better Or Worse,
Blue Slips Are Now Out

It's To Student9 s Advantage To Attend
Concerts; Thanks, Clemson

THIS week the glad or sad news of pink and blue slips was
released by the Registrar's office; A number of pink
slips will go out to the students proving that they are doing
excellent work, and a large number of blue slips will be
sent home indicating poor or failing work by some students.
To those students with pink slips, Congratulations! To
those who have been falling behind, we say it is not too
late to bring those grades up. There are approximately
six more weeks of school in which we can work for a better
average.
Too many of us have the "I don't care" attitude and do
not put forth enough effort. We have wonderful opportunities for a good, solid education at Clemson if we only
take advantage of them. Let's make these last six weeks
count.

By Carroll Moore

THE TUESDAY NIGHT CONCERT

A. C Po Clippings
THE ROARING 50's ...
A Dartmouth student picked up $30 on a bet recently. All
he had to do was slip a goldfish or two into his highball glass
and gulp them down.—(ACP)
IN A PIG'S EYE .'.
Students at the University of Rhode Island were touched
when they spotted a little piggy bank resting in front of the
cash register at the student canteen.
In front of the bank was a sign saying, "Save your Piggery! Donate to the Piggery Reclamation Fund!" Though
there is no such fund—at least not at the University of Rhode
Island—students contributed $2.—(ACP)

The C D. A. Thanks—
We, the C.D.A., would like to extend our appreciation
to the members of the Clemson Student Body for the part
they played in making the Military Ball and TAPS-Junior-Senior a success.
We would also like to thank Mr. A. J. Brown, Mr. Hamilton Hill and particularly Mr. A. C. Littlejohn for their
cooperation in letting students have an advance on their
uniform allowances.
,
We are deeply indebted to the Scabbard and Blade,
under the leadership of Lt. Col. N. G. Red, for a most
successful and enjoyable week-end.
Were it not for
these individuals and the student body, we feel that all
our efforts would have been in vain.
A financial statement was not available at press time.
The entire statement will be published in next week's
TIGER.
Central Dance Association

by Dick Bibler

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

HonestyIs The Best Policy-Anywhere;
Orchids To CDA For Great Week-End
By Alan Cannon
SPEAKING FRANKLY
What happened last Thursday night on
this campus should not be necessary. I'm
referring to the mass check-up that took
place throughout the barracks.
I didn't
think that we had Clemson men that would
willfully steal, but we obviously have. This
is every man's problem. If we allow a thief
to go unpunished then we are in a manner
of speaking "cutting our own throat." How
do we know that the thief will not steal
from us? We don't, therefore, we should
all be careful to be sure that such a danger is removed before, it has a chance to
bring discredit on this school. It is the duty
of all Clemson students to keep this school's
name above reproach.
THE GREATEST

"I know you made an 'A' on th' test—but you just LOOK like a
'C student"

The

Tiger

"He Roars For JWfc Clemson A & M"
Member Soutb Carolina Collegiate Press Association.
Member of Intercollegiate Press and Associated Collegiate Press

I haven't talked to anyone yet that does
•not think this past dance was the greatest.
I believe that I can safely say that everyone enjoyed it. I think the CDA should be
commended for their selection of bands.
Everyone I've talked to liked Tony Pastor
a lot. I noticed a certain atmosphere about
this. past dance that reminds me of the
dances about three years ago. Maybe we
are taking a better interest in them these
days. I hope so, because the dances at
Clemson certainly have a place and I for
one certainly hate to see them dwindle
away. I have only one regret, that is, there
aren't any more to look forward to. Well,
there's always next year—at least half of
it anyway (for me).
COME ONE, COME ALL
The Engineering department and the
Architecture department under the auspices of the Tau Beta Pi, are presenting the
annual Engineering Fair. From what I've

heard, they are really putting on the "dog".
There will be everything from Project X
to demonstrations of the Tesla coil, remote control boats, magic clocks and Pulsejet engines. If you have an interest in
such exhibits or if you just plain want to
see some of th,e wonders of science, drop
down to the Engine House sometime during
the week-end. (Friday, Saturday and Sunday.) The Engineering Fair was first given
in 1932. It was so well liked that it has
been a bi-annual event with the departments ever since.
There is a complete
story giving the details on the front page.
CONCERNING LAST WEEK
I hope that all of you enjoyed the column
last week-end. I had hoped the TIGER
would print an entire April fool's issue, but
since it was not thought advisable, I decided to take the initiative and present one
anyway. I sure hope that I didn't upset
anyone; although, I heard stories around
the campus of students who forgot to read
the last and sort of went ::crazy" over the
idea of combining the two schools. I hope
that no one I mentioned in the column took
offense because it was written purely and
simply in fun.
OVERHEARD
—"Let me go to bed. I might not get up
for a week."
—"If we had a centennial, we could grow
a beard."
—"I thought 4 o'clock in the morning was
a funny time to go to a lab."
—"What did you say happened?"
THOUGHT FOR THE WEEK
Blue slips are out now; I can't go home
for the rest of the year.
nite scouts
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Thursday, April 8, 1934

eleven innings in a game played
at Clemson. The game was called, after eleven innings, because
of darkness.
* * * •
SHows advertised at the Clemson Movie: "Good Dame", "Come
On Marines", and "Journal Of A
Crime";
* * * *
Georgia Tech won ten first
places to Clemson's- three to defeat Clemson 87 to 44 in a track
meet held at Clemson.

TEN YEARS AGO:
Clemson and North Carolina
Ten years ago, the , graduating
State played to a 7 to 7 tie in class of 1944 presented 13 candi-

dates for diplomas, to become the
smallest graduating class in Clem
son's history.
Clemson's student body, due to
war-time conditions, consisted at
this time mainly of students receiving training under ASTP, or
men who had not yet reached
draft age. An example of the
small number of regularly enrolled
students present on the campus
was Electrical Engineering. There
were, during this period, only two
men regularly enrolled in that
course. Most men who had enter
ed Clemson as freshmen at the
beginning of the school year had
been drafted into the armed ser
vices.

I just returned from the concert given by
the New York Philharmonic-Symphony
Orchestra. I noticed a very small number
of the troops at this concert, and I am wondering if it is because of the "heavy" class
of music that the orchestra presented or if
the Clemson students have no desire to listen to any form of symphony music. Now,
I am no authority on symphonic music, and
I know very little about it, but I think that
it is most educational for college students
to attend a concert such as this. I know
that the arrangements presented last Tuesday night were much deeper than many of
the "symphony lovers" here at Clemson
like to listen to, but to hear the New York
Philharmonic under the direction of Dimitri
Mitropoulos is a chance that many of us
seldom get, and I believe that it is' our.
advantage to attend. I was familiar with
only one selection presented by the orchestra, but I enjoyed every one.
When a
group of some 110 musicians present a concert with the precision that the New YorK
orchestra did, it is almost certain that anyone attending would enjoy it.
Tuesday
night's crowd was one of the most receptive
and appreciative crowds that I have ever
witnessed here at Clemson- Everyone
leaving the field house after the concert
seemed to have a highly pleased look on
his face.
Every student that I talked
to thought the performance was terrific
and felt that the students that did not attend missed a chance to hear the best music
possible in the symphonic field. Some day
when we are out of school the occasion may
arise when we may have to attend a concert such as this because of the friends that
we are with, and it would certainly be to

cur advantage to have a varied knowledge
of symphonic presentations.
THANK YOU CLEMSON PEOPLE
As this column is used to express the
students' wishes and desires at various
times, I would like to take the liberty of
expressing thex appreciation of the Clemson students to the towns people in the
Clemson community for opening the doors
of their homes this past week-end and
housing the students' dates. The way that
the Clemson people responded when asked
to help find rooms for the dates over the
week-end was really remarkable, and the
students as well as the organizations connected with presenting the dances appreciate their generosity greatly. They helped
make this past week-end what it was—the
greatest ever.
IGNORANCE IS BLISS
Did you ever realize that whenever you
confess your ignorance you are giving yourself a concealed compliment — a camouflaged slap on the back?
And when you hear someone confess his
ignorance in public you should congratulate his maturity rather than his humility.
He's probably happier in his honesty than
you in your education—though of course
honesty and education are not necessarily
opposite in meaning.
Ignorance (the admitted limitation in
knowledge) is a great thing and we should
have more of it. Admitted ignorance is vital to happiness and success. Hoorah for
the Ignorance Quotient! .. .
(From the Papyrus,
Greenville College, 111-ACP)
So, troops, we must have-more ignorance
and admit it if we wish to be happy and
successful. Do you believe it?

Disc-o-Pation
By Bill Caughman

Ain't too much been happening
around this week, in the way of
music, that is (excluding the
dances), 'cept that some people
are thinking that Bing Crosby is
about to close the doqrs to his in-,
comparable career in show business. It has been hinted that he
will make this his last season in
radio and that he will make no
more telivision shows after the
release of his next one which has
already been filmed and is now
being edited. At present, Crosby
*s completing his supposedly last
movie also. If Bing does decide
to retire, the reason will most
likely be because he wants to
spend more time on the golf
courses and his ranches.
Have you ever heard of Lou
Monte? He's the singer who made
good last year after struggling for
over fourteen years for success,
which doesn't come too easily in
the entertainment world. Right
about now, Ole Father Time has
a 37-year-old tag hanging on him
so he's not exactly a spring chicken in the business, but he sure has
a voice as he demonstrates on his
waxing of Darktown Strutter's
Ball in Italian style. The bottom
half of the disc holds a thing called I Know How You Feel. This
side brings out more of the merits
of Lou's voice and also his ability
to display feeling and resonance in
his singing.
A group which always gives out
with some soft, smooth vocalizing

is an old stand-by—:the Voices of
Walter Schumann. The platter
entitled Haunted House by the
chorus is a very nice one, complete with eerie sound effects and
the warm singing of Roberta
Lynn. Next time you're looking
for a nice smooth and quiet one,
try Last Night as done by this
same group. Marie Greene takes
over a real dreamy vocal solo
with Eddie Miller filling in with
his tenor sax on a very nice part
played in a lazy style.
Here are the results of a recent
poll taken by Metronome Magazine
that will probably be of interest.
See how you think these results
stack up with Down Beat's poll.
These are the top three in each
group. Big Bands: Stan Kenton,
Woody Herman and Les Brown;
Small Groups: Dave Brubeck,
Gerry Mulligan and George Shearing; Alto Sax: Lee Konitz, Charlie
Parker and Paul Desmond; Tenor
Sax: Stan Getz, Lester Young and
Dave Pell; Baritone Sax: Gerry
Mulligan, Harry Carney and Lars
Gullin; Clarinet: Buddy DeFranco,
Benny Goodman and Tony Scott;
Trumpet: Chet Baker, Dizzy Gillespie and Miles Davis; Trombone:
Bill Harris, Kai Winding and
Frank Rosolino; Piano: Oscar Peterson, Dave Brubeck and Bud
Powell; Guitar: Johnny Smith,
Billy Bauer and Barney Kessell;
Bass: Eddie Safranski, Ray Brown
and Charlie Mingus; Drums: Max
Roach, Louie' Bellson and Shelly

Manne; Vibes: Terry Gibbs, Red
Norvo and Lionel Hampton; Misc.
Instruments: Don Elliot (mellophone), Art Van Damme (accordion) and Mat Mathews (accordion) ; Arrangers: Gerry Mulligan,
Ralph Burns and Shorty Rogers;
Male Singers: Billy Eckstine, Nat
Cole and Frank Sinatra; Female
Sfngers: Ella Fitzgerald, Sarah
Vaughan and Billie Holidays; Vocal Groups: Mills Brothers, Four
Freshmen and Ames Brothers.
Billy Eckstine's latest recording is Lost in Loveliness, from thi
movie "The Girl in Pink Tights"
If Billy ddesn't run up a good sales
on this one, he might try quitting
for awhile. It's a beautiful song
sung with real meaning by Eckstine.
Another vocalist, Frank Davis,
has to offer a fine recording, too.
Davis gives a nice rendition of
Lonesome Road in his strong,
baritone voice as it takes for this
particular tune.
As I've mentioned before, The
Commanders come up with- topnotch recordings every now and
again, even though they are a
studio band. Their current item
is Kentucky Boogie and is taken
fron\My Old Kentucky Home, but
still great. The trombones take
the first chorus and are followed
by a piano solo by Lou Stein (?).
Next, there are ^nsemble passages
followed by a trumpet solo that
could be from the horn of Billy
Butterfield. The whole disc is
tops.

A Word To The Wise
By Jerry Hammett, Cadet Chaplain
A soft answer turneth away wrath: but
grievous words stir up anger. The tongue
of the wise useth knowledge aright: but
the mouth of fools poureth out foolishness.
The eyes of the Lord are in every place,
beholding the evil and the good. The
wholesome tongue is a tree of life: but perverseness therein is a breach in the spirit.
A fool despiseth his father's instructions:
but he that regardeth reproof is prudent.
Prov. 15: 1-5.
For some reason, I can't express what
I want to say tonight. I've made approximately five attempts, and all five have
been put in file No. 13. But, anyway, here
we go again.
It was my unpleasant experience to overhear a conversation in which one "Mister
Big" was running down the reputation of a
girl that was at the dance. But the revelation came when one boy walked up to him
and, in a very subtle manner, said,'"when
you talk about my cousin, smile." With
these few words, Mr. B. was turned from
Hero to Heel. I later asked the boy if the
girl in question was his cousin? His reply
was that he didn't even know who the Big

Shot was talking about, but he was just
tired of him running his mouth.
If I knew the name of the boy, I would
print it here because, in my opinion, he is
the type of person that has guts and wit
enough to make this old world a better
place in which to live.
It is too often that we are careless with
our words at the expense of others. At one
time or another, we have all gotten into
trouble by telling tales out of school. And
we sometimes have a tendency to twist
the facts so that they might take on new
luster and interest.
If we had to pick between being in the
category of the "silent man" or "motor
mouth" class, which would we pick?
"You are writing a gospel,
A chapter a day,
By the things you do and the words you say.
People shall read what you write
Whether faithless or true,
Say, what is the gospel according to you?
(Unknown)
What I'm trying to express is the idea of
being "kind one to another." Think about
it, men.
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Mr. Hugh M. Milton, Assistant Secretary of
the Army, gets a few pointers on the R. O. T. Cunit at Clemson from Col. R. J. Werner, Commandant of Cadets. Others in the picture are
Col. L. H. Tull, Professor of Air Science and
Tactics, and J. T. Gibbs, President of Scabbard

El-wood P. Dowd (John Hunter) visits his doctor (Marion Sams)
in the Little Theater production of "Harvey" held in the College
Chapel, March 30, 31, and April 1. Nita Gates played the part"
of Miss Kelly, Dr. Sanderson's nurse. (TIGEE Photo by Jack
Xrimmier.)

and Blade. Mr. Milton was on the campus to
speak, at Scabbard and Blades annual Military
Banquet which was held at the Clemson House
last Friday night. (TIGER Photo by Jack
Trimmier).
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A large and enthusiastic crowd turned out for
the Clemson-N. C. State baseball game held
on the college diamond last Friday afternoon.

Clemson defeated State by a score of 5-1- (TIGER Photo by Jack Trimmier).

4 Are Initiated Into Tennessee Group
Alpha Tau Alpha To Give Vesper
Four agricultural education juniors were initiated into Alpha Tau Services Sunday
Alpha, honorary agricultural education fraternity, Tuesday night,
April 6 in the Education Building.
The new members include Remo
Cribbs, David Inabinet, C. E.
Woodall, and T. O. Martin, Jr.
One of the projects of the organization is the presentation of
the annual Alpha Tau Alpha
Scholarship key which is awarded to the agricultural education
senior with the higlfest grade
point ratio.

2 Clemson Men
Meet In Saigon

The Honoary Cadet Staff, chosen during the
Military Ball last Friday night are (left to right)
Miss Shirley McMillan of.Latta, Honorary Cadet Sergeant, with Jim Truluck of Lake City;
Miss Elise Crane of Anderson, Honorary Cadet

Corporal, with Homer Pratt of Anderson; and
Miss Genie Paden of Clemson, Honorary Cadet
Private, with John Duffie of Sumter. (TIGER
Photo by Jack Trimmier.)

\Ihe Lenin-Stalin Tomb-From The Inside
By DEAN SCHOELKOPF
Editor, Minnesota Daily
(Editor's • Note: This is the
second in a series of six articles
by Dean Schoelkopf, editor of
the Minnesota Daily and one of
seven American college editors
who have returned from a three
" week tour of the Soviet Union.
—A. C. P.)
Like a modern Mecca, the tomb
of Lenin and Stalin on Red
Square in Moscow daily attracts
thousands of Russians who come
to view the mummified bodies of
their former leaders.
From all over the Soviet Union
they come ,to visit the red marble
mausoleum that stands next to
the Kremlin wall. What motivates them—curiosity, reverence,
duty—it is impossible to tell.
They stand in line for hours in
the icy Moscow weather to make
their pilgrimage like a great
black snake, the double file of
.visitors winds for blocks down
out of Red Square past the Lenin
luseum.
Police stand all along the line
c 25-foot intervals to maintain
order. When the tomb is opened, late every afternoon, police
completely encircle Red Square.
We were pleased when our
guides told us we could enter the
mausoleum, for few Americans
have been inside since Stalin was
placed there Nov.. 17, 1953.

About 4 p. m. on a dull, gray
day, our group moved through a
double police cordon to the head
of a double line that had begun
forming six hours earlier. Half
an hour later a police officer
stepped to the head of the column
and paced us slowly up Red
Square to the front of the tomb.
About 50 feet in''front of the entrance he stopped, and an army
officer moved to the head of the
column.
As the clock on the Kremlin
tower struck 4:45, the officer began to pace the column forward
through a double column of soldiers with fixed bayonets. We
went through a little iron grill
gate, up a few steps and into the
tomb.
It was warm inside, and the
smell was something like that of
decayed flowers. In the crypt itself, soldiers with fixed bayonets
stood all around.
Lentin and Stalin lay side by
side in completely enclosed glass
cases. Lenin was on the left,
dressed in a plain military style
jacket with no decorations.

At his feet and head were
bronze wreaths. He looked thinner than he appears to be in photographs. His body seemed wellpreserved, although he has been
in the tomb since 1924.
Stalin looked just as he does in
his portraits—steel gray hair and
mustache, military tunice with
two gold medals and many other
service ribbons on his chest and
a single silver star on a gold
epaulet on each shoulder. His
body, too, seemed completely lifelike.
The line of visitors moved slowly forward, and two minutes and
38 seconds later we stepped out a
side door into the palor of Moscow dusk. The tour continued
past graves of revolutionary
heroes, b\jt for us it was an anti(Continued on Page Six)

Miss Eloise McMeekin (third from left) was
announced Miss TAPS at the TAPS Junior£?..:,„ p„n ]o„t Saturday night. Other beauties announced were Miss^ris Karnegay of Beni_. ....b, uuss Ann Bjrum of Greenville, and

Dr. Heyn Presents
Paper At Harvard
Dr. A. N. J. Heyn, Professor
in the Textile Management Department at Clemson, presented
a paper at Harvard University on
"The Small Particle X-Ray Scattering of Fibers" during a meeting
held April 5-9.
Dr. Heyn is Professor of Natural
and Synthetic Fibers and has done
considerable research in fiber xrays. He has published recently a
textbook entitled "Fiber Microscopy". He- is a graduate of Ut-

Miss Norma Broadbent of Hartsville. Not present were Miss Charlie Andrews of Greenwood,
Miss Myrtle Smith of Columbia, and Miss Joyce
Sprouce of Union. — Photo Courtesy of
TAPS).

recht University and has hacf fel- 'FIBERS has been edited recently
lowships with the Rockfeller and by Matthews- and Mauersberger
and published by John Wiley and
College de France.
He has also recently completed Sons, Inc. All the samples of
a chapter which is included in the synthetic fibers represented in the
sixth edition of TEXTILE FI- diagrams were furnished by the
BERS, on the "X-Ray Diagrams
of Natural and Synthetic Fibers". various companies who manu
The sixth edition of TEXTILE factured these materials.

Bill & Hatlie's Drive - In Restaurant
SHORT ORDERS - - - SANDWICHES
—Open 24 Hours—
21-2 Miles Out of Clemson on Seneca Highway

^ftott $£ sMc^zfolM,

Roger D. Butler, electronics
technician third class, USN, son
of B. D. Butler of Greenville, is
serving aboard the heavy cruiser
USS Rochester now in Saigon,
Vietnam.
Among the many Americans
visiting the ship was Lamar D.
Gaston, a civilian employee of the
War Department, assigned to the
Special Technical-Economic Mission and serving as public utilities engineering advisor in this
area. Gaston also does missionary work with the Missionary Alliance Group of Nyack, N. Y.
Both men are graduates of
Clemson College, and Butler was
formerly employed by the Judson
Mills Company.

A group of students from the
University of Tennessee will be
on the Clemson campus April 10
and 11 to present the program at
"Y" vespers Sunday night.
The group will be accompanied
by Mr. Ralph Frost, executive
secretary of the Y. M. C. A.
A picnic supper will be held
for them with some Clemson students at Oconee State Park, Sunday afternoon. The group will
participate in Sunday services at
Clemson Sunday morning and
will have charge of the Sunday
night Vesper Service.

Aull Speaks At
FFA Banquet Here
The Clemson chapter of the Future Farmers of America held a
banquet at Holly Hill Inn last
Tuesday'night. The supper wa«
held in honor of the senior members who will leave Friday to begin their six weeks practice teaching training.
Dr. G. H. Aull, head of the agricultural economics department,
was guest speaker.
' ,
Approximately thirty-two members and their guests attended the
supper.

SULLIVAN HARDWARE CO.
Sporting Goods

Hardware

ANDERSON, S. C.

HEYWARD MAHON CO.
—Greenville—
QUALITY CLOTHING FOR
YOUNG MEN
Clemson Headquarters in Greenville

RISE STEVENS says: "Not 'til high school was my
voice 'discovered'. (I unwittingly sang an octave low
in class*.) From that day, singing was my love at weddings, parties, on the radio. I studied all over
Europe before the Met and the movies accepted me."

TURNER'S SERVICE STATION
Gulfpride Motor Oil
Gulf Anti-Knock Gasoline

Washing
Greasing

LOCATED ON SENECA HIGHWAI

VISIT THE

CLEMSON BOOK STORE
B J. Reynolds Tobacco C*.
WlniUm-Silem, N. 0.

FOR ALL YOUR SCHOOL SUPPLIES
***

Start smoking
Camels
yourself!

Brilliant star of the
Metropolitan Opera

Smoke only Camels
for 30 days — see for
yourself why Camels'
cool, genuine mildness
and rich, friendly flavor
give more people more
pure pleasure than
any other cigarette I

ALL YOUR DRUG NEEDS MAY BE
EASILY FOUND AT

L C MARTIN DRUG COMPANY
CLEMSON, S. C.

For
and

"JSTST f!AMF.T.R AGREE WITH MORE PEOPLE
THAN ANY OTHER. CIGARETTE X
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Tigers Win Over N. C. State Twice
O'Dell And Humphries Twirl Tigers
To 5-1,8-4 Victories Over Wolfpack

Tiger Linksmen Lose
To Duke Blue Devils

By—Frank Anderson
Clemson's golf team was soundly
—NON-STOP FLIGHT TO THE TOP
Clemson moundsman Billy O'Dell and Leonard Humphries
defeated by Duke's Blue Devils
The Clemson Tigers might not have had a giant killer in gave up a total of 13 hits in two games as the Clemson Tigers
23% to 3% last Thursday at the
Boscobel Course.
their 1953 football team, and our basketballers did not set downed the N. C. State Wolfpack in a two-day home stand
The Tigers failed to win a single
any records, but the Bengal's 1954 baseball contingent is on Friday and Saturday by the score of 5-1 and 8-4 for the
match.
more than making up for the shortcomings of their fellow first wins in the Atlantic Coast Conference.
Summary:
athletes.
Southpaw Billy O'Dell won his[~
The Clemson Baby Bengal baseEisinger
(D) defeated Yaun, 2-1
third
straight
game
on
Friday
as
Their
excellent
fielding
was
a
ball
team
opened
their
season
vicHaving been ousted from the Southern Conference basehe limited the visiting Wolfpack bright spot in the game.
toriously against the Honea Path
Hanson (D) defeated Johnson,'
ball tournament'last year via a microscopic technicality, to three hits while striking out 14
The Bengals exploded in the high school Stingers by toppling
3-0.
the Tigers are out for revenge, and are clawing it out on all batters. He allowed only two men second inning to pound State the prepsters 12-1 at Honea Path
Eisinger and Hanson (D) decomers. Having lost no lettermen due to graduation last on base via the base on balls route. starter Jim Hardison for five last Thursday afternoon.
feated
Yaun and Johnson, 2-1.
runs, and sent him to the showClemson's coach Don Wade subyear, the Tigers were "drummed" up to have a fabulous Jack Yvars pitched well for . ers.
Bolster (D) defeated Woodward,
His relief, Hargrove, allowState as he struck out 8 and walksquad, but they have proven themselves to be phenominal. ed 3, but the Tigers managed to ed the Tigs only two hits for the . stituted freely in the contest in
3-0.
trying otft the majority of his
A group of individual ball players, all stars in their own bunch nine hits for the five runs. rest of the game and kept them yearlings.
Hook (D) defeated Thornhill,
in complete control.
Dick Swetenburg, Bengal first baseman, is tagged out by N. C.
2%->A.
A walk in the second inning
right, and schooled in the art of team work, make up the
Leading the Baby Tigs was Don
State's catcher in Friday's contest. Swetenburg had just tripled,
Bill Peed, State first baseman,
Bolster and Hood (D) defeated
to Wyman Morris followed by
1954 Clemson College baseball roster.
driving in Bobby Morris. Swetenburg was put out as Bill O'Dell
Shealy, pitcher who banged out
Woodard and Thornhill, 2%-1/i.
successive three - baggers by drove in all of the Wolfpack's
hit
to
State
shortstop
John
Yvars,
who
immediately
Hipped
the
three
hits
for
five
times
up
at
bat.
With nine collegiate contests under their belt and sport- Bobby Morris and Dick Sweten- runs. In the second inning, he
Hackett (D) defeated Larisey,
ball to the catcher on a fielder's choice. (TIGER Sports Photo
ing a 6-3 record (2-0 for the conference), the Bengals prac- burg gave the Tigers a two run homered with two men on base, Summery:
2-1.
by Jack Trimmier).
and
then
hit
safely
in
the
fourth
tically dominate the leading positions in all departments lead which they never relin- frame to drive in Sonny Santoli. Clemson Fr.
AB R H
Poore (D) defeated Easterby,
quished.
3-0.
4 3 1
in the Atlantic Coast Conference.
Wyman Morris and Roy Coker Crjsp, If
The Bengals added two more
Hackett and Poore (D) defeated
4 0 0
At press time, the Bengals have four batsmen in the top runs in the seventh on base knocks were the big guns at bat for the Bussey, ss
Larisey and Easterby, 3-0.
victorious Tiger diamondmen. Coleman, cf_
3
0
0
ten hitters in the league: Roy Coker with a .395, Barry by Morris, O'Dell, Barry Crocker, Coker collected three hits for five
The following five men are the top hitters for the Clem4 2 0
Crocker with a .387, Wyman Morris with a .375, and Bobby and Bill Barnett. Wyman Morris' official trips to the plate while Kahenbach, rf
third homerun in as many home Morris hit his fourth hom«r in as Griffin, lb
! _.. __ 2 1 0 son Tigers baseball team in nine games played to date:
Morris with a .346. This is in overall batting averages. In games added another tally to the
\....
4 0 0
h 2b 3b hr rbi sb sh bb so hb Pt.
many games in two official trips Thomas, 3b
r
g ab
other hitting departments, the Tigers soar to new heights. Tigs' scores in the eighth inning. to the batter's box. Wyman's hit
.395
3
7
3 2
17
9
Coker
9
43
Stone, 2b
_ 3 0 0
Roy Coker, Tiger second baseman, has collected 17 hits O'Dell was deprived of a shut- ran his hitting streak to nine
.387
O
8
12
Desimones,
4 0 0 Crocker
8
9
31
We Welcome Student
to lead in that department. The diminutive second base- out in the ninth inning, when Joe straight games.
.375
2
2 0 1 W. Morris
11
9 32 11 12
Barringer reached base on a bobThe Tigers, victors in their last Bunton, c
Charge Accounts. For
man also leads in doubles, having banged out three, and ble at shortstop, went to third on four contests, journey to Green- Sheely, p
5 2 3 B. Morria
5
.346
2
7 26 7 9
Your
Convenience You
is tied with teammate Bobby Morris in the triple depart- a two-bagger by Santoli, and ville today to do battle with the Wilson, lb
2 1 0 Kingsmore
7
.303
t
7
9 33 10 10
ment. Both diamondmen have connected with two triples. scored when Coker's relay on the Furman Hornets.
Can Open a 30 Day
Kraise, rf
1 1 0
went over the catcher's head.
Arial (USC) defeated Seabrook,
Billy O'Dell, Clemson's sensational pitcher of two pre- playWyman
Watson, p__
2 2 1
Charge Account Today.
Morris ran his hitting N. C. STATE
ABHOA
6-2, 6-3.
1 1 0
vious seasons, has taken over the top position in that de- streak to eight straight games, Greene, 2b —
.5042 Brown, If
Come Down—
Sherer (USC) defeated Kinsey
partment with three wins over Florida, Ohio State, and N. as he powered his third home Babyak, rf
.
6-2,
11-9.
TOTALS
44 12 6
Khin Si and jlmes (C) defeatC. State, against no defeats. Still the fireballer insists that run in the same number of Wyles, C — —
Ask the Salesperson
games before the home fans. John Yvars, ss
_
ed Poore and Heinz 6-2, 4-6, 6-2.
Clemson's
tennis
team
worf
all
he is yet to reach his top form.
Honea
Path
AB
R
H
Bobby Morris hit safely twice in Barringer, 3b
Moxley and Lander (C) defeatAbout It
Leonard Humphries, the Tiger's sophomore hurling ace, is three official trips to the plate Santoli, cf
Armstrong, If _
3 0 0 three doubles matches, but could ed Speer and Sherer, 6-3, 3-6, 10win
but
once
in
the
singles
comto
be
the
leading
Tig
batter.
Norris, If
Black, ss
3 0 0
tied with Joe Morgan of the University of North Carolina,
8.
petition as they were downed by
The Wolfpack committed no Peed, lb
Kinsey and Seabrook (C) deMcClain, cf
_3 1 1 South Carolina's netmen 5-4.
and Gene Molnan of the University of South Carolina, for miscues afield while the Bengals Harden, p
feated
Arial and McReady, 6-1,
Hughes, c-p
3 1 1
Gene Moxley defeated the
second in the pitching race. Each of these twirlers have errored three times. Each team Barringer, p
6-2.
Gamecocks'
Spree
6-2
and
9-7
for
Rucker,
2b-c
—
._
3
1
0
left six men stranded on the base- a Jack Yvars _
two wins against no setbacks.
Monroe, lb
3 0 1 the lone Tiger singles win.
paths.
BASEBALL CZAR HOWARD
The Bengals' fabulous outfield star, Doug Kingsmore, is Summary:
Vaughn,
rf
3
0 1
All of the matches were close
38
10
24
13
TOTALS
Tiger football coach and ath"SHOPS FOR MEN"
Currie,
3b
....
3
0
0
currently tied with third string Ail-American outfielder Al N. C. STATE
except
the
final
doubles
in
which
AB H O
letic director Frank Howard is
2 0 1 Clemson's Kinsey and Seabrook chairman of the Atlantic Coast
._ 4 0 1
CLEMSON
AB H O A Womack, p ....
Clemson — Greenville
Spangler of Duke in stolen bases.. Each player has swiped Greene, 2b
1 0 1 took Arial and McReady 6-1 and Conference baseball committee,
... 0 0 2
Turney, 2b
.6321 Ramey, rf
Coker, 2b ....
six in the young season.
1 0 1 6-2.
Babyak, rf
— _ 3 1 t
1 Cox, rf
making him in effect A. C. C.
Crocker, ss
Wyman Morris, Tig third baseman, rounds out the con- Wyles, c —
..4 0 9
0
Czar of baseball.
Barnette, If
Summary:
0 TOTALS
28 2
. ._ 4 1 0
Poore (USC) defeated Khin Si,
Kingsmore, cf — — 5
ference honors, leading in three divisions. The heavy hit- John Yvars, ss
.260 011 2—
3 : Clemson Frosh
. ... 4 0 2
W. Morris, 3b -.
2
7-5, 2-6, 6-4.
ter has walloped four homeruns, has 11 runs batted in, and Barringer, 3b
000 100 1Santoli, cf
. ._ 4 1 3
0 Honea Path _
NEW SLACKS AT HOKE SLOAN'S
Gaines, rf —
— 2
Moxley (C) defeated Speer, 6-2,
has crossed the plate 11 times himself.
._ 2 0 0
Jack Yvars, p
0
Brown, rf
_
2
2B—Bunton, Desimones, Sheely, 9-7.
JANTZEN BATHING SUITS AND T-SHIRTS
This may very well be a preview of the conference
B. Morris, c ....
_ 4
Potter (USC) defeated James,
Hughes, McClain. SO—Womack 1,
32
3
24
10
TOTALS
Sweetenburg,
lb
3
6-2,
6-4.
Hughes
2,
Sheely
7,
Watson
2.
BB
standings at the end of the season. The Tigers are just
—WALKABOUTSHumphries, p
4
Heinz (USC) defeated Baker,
—Womack 4, Hughes 2, Watson 1
rounding into shape and with no hard luck, should con- CLEMSON
AB H O
Winner—Sheely. Loser—Womack, 4-6, 6-4, 10-8.
tinue their superb play.
.312
Coker, 2b .— _ .
TOTALS
35 8 27 6
1 2
Crocker, ss — _
a—Singled for Hargrove in 9th.
—LET 'EM HIT IT; THE TIGERS'LL CATCH IT
1 1
Barnett, If
N. C. State _-_ _ 030 100 000—4
In the Tiger 8-4 victory over the N. C. State Wolfpack Kingsmore, cf
1 1
Clemson
350 000 OOx—8
Saturday afternoon, the fans present witnessed one of the W. Morris, 3b —
1 1
0 1
.
TIGER SHUTOUTS FEW
most terrific fielding exhibitions ever staged on the Clem- Brown, rf
2 15
B. Morris, c
When Clemson was blanked in
son baseball field.
1 4
the second half of a doubleheader
Swetenburg, lb .
The Bengals are always up to par in their fielding ability O'Dell, p
1 0
by Rollins, it marked the first
.
time the Tigers had suffered a
but the "impossible" stops made by Coach Smith's charges
TOTALS
31 9 27 5 baseball whitewashing since 1950.
in the Saturday contest thrilled everyone who was fortu
N. S. State
000 000 001—1 Rollins administered the "goose
nate enough to be present.
Clemson ..
020 000 21x—5 eggs" on that occasion, too.
Humphries went the distance
The fabulous fielding was initiated in the second inning.
After a two-run homer in this inning by State's Bill Peed, for the second time this week to
FANT'S CAMERA
chalk up his second victory of
Wyman Morris knocked down another possible hit with his the week.
SHOP
body, quickly made the recovery for a fielder's choice.
Everything in
Leonard, backed by excellent
SUPPLIES
In the fifth frame, Roy Coker made a repeat performance fielding from his teammates, scat- PHOTOGRAPHIC
ANDERSON, S. C.
tered 10 hits and didn't issue a
of a great play in Florida. A fast spinning grounder was free pass to first base as the Benhit in the direction of first base. Clemson ■ first baseman, gals won 8-4. Only one State run
STOP AT
Dick Swetenburg, was on it like a cat. The spinning sphere was earned.
Doug Kingsmore, Bill Barnett,
bounded out of Swetenburg's hands, but Roy Cqker was and
Wyman Morris robbed the
For
there to save the day. While Swetenburg recovered, Roy Wolfpack batsmen of a number of
scooped up the stray ball and threw it to his teammate for hits during the game which would Sandwiches and Shakes
Open 'Til Midnight Nightly
the out. This sensational stop kept Swetenburg from com- have definitely made a difference
in the outcome of the contest.
mitting his first error.
In the seventh installment, Bengal left fielder, Bill Barnett, received the pvation. Bill Peed, the State player who
had already collected one homeroom for the afternoon, was
the first man up. For the second time in the game Peed
walloped the ball toward the left field fence. Driving himself into the fence and leaping high into the air in the same
Smarter Styles, Smoother "Lines"
motion, Bill Barnett literally robbed the State sluggef of
the four-bagger. Picking himself up off the ground, he
Attract Gals
threw the ball in. The next two outs of the inning were
hit directly to Barnett on the fly. Incidentally, Barnett
made the last putout of the previous inning.
In the very next inning, another Tiger outfielder received
the much deserved praises by the fans. N. C. State shortstop John Yyars, stepped up to the plate to lead off in the
jlpnimtamBiiinmnMinmaiiigmiiiWBBBllHllllllWBaillllBI
eighth. On one of Humphries' pitches, the slugging infielder put every ounce of his strength into the ball. It
The Spartan Band that held the pass.
soared over second base, climbing with the speed of a rocket,
The Knights of Arthur's train
» probable homerun, and certainly a triple. Doug KingsThe Light Brigade that charged the guns.
more sensed this mighty blow as the ball struck Yyar's
Across the battle plain
Can claim no greater glory than
bat. Kingsmore turned and raced for deep center. GetThe
dedicated few
ting his eye on the ball he turned and ran backwards the
Who wear the Wings of Silver
remaining distance and was there when the ball fell. With
.. *pn afield of Air Force Blue.
one out remaining in the eighth frame, State diamondman
I'-sWi'
:;<wra!MiiEiiwB
TiilHIil
Joe Barringer stepped into the box. He drove a rapidly
finking liner into, short left centerfield, a probable hit,
Kingsmore turned on his speed and scooped the ball up
inches before it hit the ground to retire the side.
If this keeps up throughout the season, the Tiger base
bailers might be dubbed the "legendary fielders of colle
giate baseball."
In days gone by, young men in shining graduate as an Air Force Lieutenant earnA guy in an Arrow shirt here... and everywhere
armor ruled the age. Today, a new kind of ing $5,000 a year. Your silver wings will
a pretty coed—a typical scene on our college camman rules the age—America's Knights of mark you as one of the chosen few who
pus and from coast to coast. When asked why they
CN2
the Sky, the Air Force Pilots! They rule ride the skies in Air Force jets.
go for men wearing Arrows, the gals agreed that
AVIATION CADET, AFPTR-f-4
As
an
Air
Force
pilot,
your
kingdom
is
from
on
high,
in
flashing
silver-winged
Headquarters, U.S.A.F., Waihlngton S5, D.C,
Arrow shirts do more for a man's appearance.

Baby Bengals Batter
Honea Path For Win

Batting Averages

CHARGE IT!

Bird Netmen Defeat
Bengals In Match

ESQUIRE

PATS PLACE

Coeds "Rush" College Men
in Arrow White Shirts

M^itsoftiieSfc^...

1

For Fellowship...High Adventure...and a Proud Mission...

wear the wings of the U. S. Air Force!

NOTICE

NOTICE

August Graduates

Order your ring now. May 15th deadline to re-

ARROW

ceive ring in first shipment for delivery in October

LX MARTAIN DRUG CO.

L

»»-

TRADE® MARK

SHIRT* • mSiWWttVWA* ♦ HANDKERCHItTS • SPORTSWEAR

Air Force jets... a gallant band that all
America looks up to! Like the Knights of
old, they are few in number, but they
represent their Nation's greatest strength.
If you are single, between the ages of
19 and 26«4, you can join this select flying
team and serve with the finest. You will be
given the best jet training in the world, and

space—a jet is your charger and your
mission is the highest. You are a key
defender of the American faith, with a
guaranteed future both in military and
commercial aviation.
Join America's Knights of the Sky, new
men of a new age. Be an Aviation Cadet! For
further information, fill out this coupon.

UNITED STATES
AIR FORCE
Those send me Information on my
opportunities as an Air Force plhk
Nam*.
Adores*.
CHy

Stal*..
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DEFEATS TIGS ON
E
Arnold Palmer led his Wake
Forest golf team to a 16-11 victory
over Clemson Friday at Lake Boscobel Golf Coursi.
Palmer posted a par 72 to take
medalist honors from Clemson's
Leonard Yaun who shot a 74.
Clemson's Billy Johnson was the
only Tiger to win in the single
pairing. He defeated the Deacons'
Weichman 3-0. Woodard and
Larisey broke even with their
Wake Forest opponents.
Clemson won two doubles
matches while losing one.
Summary:
Palmer (WF) defeated Yaun,

that Sam (Slippery) Jackson is onel) Green is even beginning to
sporting a shinner. What's the look like a daffodil.
-OSCAR SAYS—
matter, coward, couldn't you run
that Dave (Warthead) Moorfast enough.
-OSCAR 8AYShead raised hell at the dance,
that Marion (Hawk) Hawkins' drinking milk and eating soda
plans for the week-end messed up. crackers. He (Oscar) says that
He (Oscar) says Hawk was so mad Warthead finally learned that ulcers and alcohol don't mix.
he could see red.

Second baseman Roy Coker and third baseman Wyman Morris of
, the Clemson Tiger baseball team. (TIGER Sports Photo by
Jack Trimmier.)

Coker And Morris Shine
At 2nd and 3rd For Tigs

By Frank Anderson
• With the Clemson Tiger baseball team shooting for top Traffic Law Point
Conference and national honors this season, Coach Bob Smith
has rounded up a group of star ballplayers and molded System Released
new point system for trafthem into an outfit which holds the greatest amount of ficTheviolators
in South Carolina
clockwork and precision, so necessary to produce a winning has been released by the South
Carolina Highway Department.
ball club.

GREENVILLE, S. C.

—OSCAR SAYS—

By John Turner
The Philharmonic-Symphony Orchestra of New York,
composed of one hundred and ten musicians under the di—OSCAR 6AY8-'
rection of Dimitri Mitroppulos, presented its 5284th concert
that "the tw,ins" Nathan and
in the Clemson College Field House, Tuesday night, to a
Reeves Grassett were in rare form
very pleased and appreciative audience. This was the last The University of Georgia golf last week-end. He (Oscar) wonteam defeated the Clemson links- ders if they are able to meet
concert of the current season at Clemson.

Loss To Ga. Golfers
Features Low Scores

Barton Sterling
and

McLEES BROS.

BROTHERS

^SE33k»itff

CLEMSON
THEATRE

• •••.••

S. C.

NOW OPEN ALL DAY
OPEN ON THURSDAYS
Hours: 7 a. m. Til Midnight

DRAKES
Next to Center Theater

Philharmonic Orchestra Concert
Closes '$3-'54 Concert Series

-OSCAR SAYS—

that Walter (d—) Cottingham
that Jerry (See My Club Keys)
and Jackie (Enormous' Exec.) Dempsey wants his name in everySalters were "living it up" at the thing. Here it is Jerry Dempsey.
dance. That 190 proof will do
-OSCAR SAYSthe trick, Girls.
that Don (Hell bent Jr.) Har-OSCAR SAYS—
rison was thrilled last weekend
that Lonnie (tall, dark, and —) Here it is again, Punk.
Little John and Smith (Black Boy)
Hinnant have given up fishing. He
(Oscar) says it can be expensive
sometimes, without a license.
Towle, Reed and

DAN'S
irS ALL A MATTER OF TASTE

TIGER TAVERN

Featuring "McGregor" among
our many famous name brands
of merchandise.

teammates congratulate him as the heavy hitter completes his tour around the basas. i TIGER Sports Photo by Jack Trimmier.)

STONE

BILL MARTIN HEATING CO.

Drake's will set the pace in
—STYLE
—QUALITY
—REASONABLE PRICES

wmm
Wyman Morris crosses the plate in the Saturday contest with the N. C. State Wolfpack after
clouting his fourth homerun in as many games
before the Tigertown fans- Morris's Clemson

that Demi (Dirrfwit) McClure
that William (Jelly Belly Junior) Cockrell was at the dance was in his glory Friday night.
, tin solFriday night—acting like Jelly You really looked
Belly Senior.
-\
dier.

Many Other Nationally
men by the score of 18%-8% at classes this week.
—OSOAF SAYS—
The program included Cimathe Boscobel Lake Golf Course last
Advertised Quality
that Daye (The Lover) played
rosa's Overture, "The Beautiful of his shoulders, he gave the cym- Monday, April 5.
Grecian"; Mendelessohn's Sym- balist his cue.
the
bad
actor
this
week-end.
You'd
Leonard Yaun, number one
Lines
phony No. 5, D minor, Opus 107 - This symphony orchestra is man on the Tiger team, was the better hold on to your girl while
(Reformation); Copland's "Ap- rated as one of the three top only member of the Bengal he's around, Troops.
—OSCAR SAYS—
palachian Spring" (Suite from the symphony orchestras in the United squad Who was able to defeat
that "Nadine," (The little colBallet); and Tchaikovsky's Symhis
opponent.
\
He
defeated
JEWELERS
The number of points given a phonic Fantasy, "Francesca de States, and many missed the opFrank Stevenson of Georgia,
driver for violating a traffic law Rimini", Opus 32.
portunity of hearing it.
Anderson,
S. C. - Seneca, S. C.
Howard
(G)
defeated
Easterby,
3-0.
varies according to the serious2%-%;
, , Phone 406
Phone 740
The
performance
and
orchestra
Many
Cadets
missed
a
magniness of the violation. There are
Larisey halved his match with Lumpkin and Howard (G) deficent
concert
series
because
they
can
be
summed
up
in
one
word—
seventeen
different^ violations
his Bulldog opponent John Lump- feated Larisey and Easterby, 2-1.
which show up most often on were fooled by the titles of the superb!
kin, while Ambrose Easterby was
tickets turned in by Highway symphonies to be presented. A
downed by his opponent 2%-%.
Patrolmen and city police officers. Person cannot be judged by his
Lester Kelly was medalist with
J. E. SIRRINE COMPANY
Violations and traffic accidents name, neither can a symphonic HOLLER GUY
a
69 on the par 72 course while
Clemsons'
Lonnie
Shealy,
fivefor which drivers are responsible, work be judged by its title. BeJohn Carson, also of Georgia, shot
—E ngineer s—
have been assigned point values hind these titles is music that seven utility infielder and re- a 70.
gives musicians and directors a serve catcher, is also the Tigers'
as follows:
GREENVILLE
SOUTH CAROLINA
Summary:
Violations
Points chance to show what real musi- best bench jockey. At times callYaun (C) defeated Stevenson, 3-0
Disregarding a sign or
cianship is, and the Philharm6nicsignal
3 1-3 Symphony was most capable of ed by his mates, "the little man Griffin (G) defeated Johnson, 2-1.
with the big voice," Shealy is Yaun and Johnson (C) tied SteDriving under the influence
undertaking this task.
venson and Griffin, 1%-1H.
of intoxicants (suspension
Many people attended the con- never at a loss for words. A sophCHEESEBURGERS AND HAMBURGERS
Carson
(G) defeated Woodard, 3-0
already mandatory upon
cert to hear only the music pre- omore (in eligibility) from SumKelly (G) defeated Thornhill, 3-0.
report of conviction by
sented. Most of the enjoyment is
OUR SPECIALTY
court)
10 missed when this attitude exists. merville, S. C, he's a valuable Carson and Kelly (G) defeated
addition
to
the
strong
1954
Clem
Woodard
and
Thornhill,
3-0.
Entering highway without
OTHER SHORT ORDERS OF ALL KINDS
More enjoyment can be received
stopping
3 1-3
son baseball team.
Larisey (C) tied Lumpkin, 1%-1%
if one will listen for the perfect
Following other vehicles too
close
2 timing, watch the different selections as they are performed as one
Failure to grant right-ofway _..„
3 1-3 unit, and by all means, watch the
108 NORTH MAIN STREET
Passing improperly
2 conductor's movements and realize
COMPLETE
OUTFITTERS TO MEN
that the complete control he atPassing a stopped school
tains
and
the
cooperation
he
reYOUNG
MEN
AND STUDENTS
bus
/.
3 1-3
OPEN 11 A. M. TO 12 P. M.
GREENVILLE
SOUTH CAROLINA
Reckless driving
5 ceives. This is all important, for
without it, symphonic music would
Speeding (driving too fast
for conditions)
3 1-3 be impossible. Also necessary for
Improper turning
2 complete eajoyment is a knowledge of the background of the
Driving on wrong side of
works. Through this knowledge,
road _
a person can associate the variaImproper lights, brakes,
steering, etc
t
2 tions of the music with the reasons
for these variations and their
Failing to give signal or giving improper signal
2 meanings.
Parking in restricted places
droucViy soulL*ta tor your date? gfJfJ^SSSr ?
Dimitri Mitropoulos was a great
When you come right down to it, you
|Ay roommate was as a
or improper parking (overdirector to watch. He used not
smoke
for
one
simple
reason...
enjoytime parking in marked
only his hands and arms for conment And smoking enjoyment is all a
-•places not included)
2 ducting, but his head and shouldAll warnings and minor vio- •
matter of taste. Yes, taste is what counts
ers. At times during the show
Vm
ChadFomshefl
lations
\
2 he brought in. the violins with a
in
a
cigarette.
And
Luckies
taste
better.
Indiana University
Responsibility 'for an accident nod of his head and with a shrug
carries a penalty of 2 or 5 points
1\vo facts explain why Luckies taste
depending on the seriousness of
better. First, L.S./M.F.T.-Lucky Strike
the accident. (Ten points, if drimeans fine tobacco...light, mild, goodver was drinking).
tasting tobacco. Second, Luckies are acThese are the most usual types
of violations and accidents, and
tually made better to taste better...
the demerit points assigned to
always round, firm, fully packed to draw
each. There are other types.
freely and smoke evenly.
CLEMSON, S. C.
Just recently there has been a
So, for the enjoyment you get from
lot of activity in swimming. There
better taste, and only from better taste,
were 55 students enrolled in a
Be Happy—Go Lucky. Get a pack or a
FRIDAY and SATURDAY
Red Cross Senior Life Saving
carton of better-tasting Luckies today.
Course with 29 finishing the
April 9th and 10th
course.
Immediately following
/'BORDER RIVER"
this course there were 13 students
Starring
enrolled in a Red Cross InstrucJoe McCrea
tors Course with 11 of these men
and
passing the course as qualified
Yvonne De Carlo
instructors.
There are a number of stuIn Technicolor
dents in college who play golf
and are not members of the
golf team. Next Monday, April
12, all students who are interMONDAY and TUESDAY
ested in golf are asked to meet
April 12th and 13th
in the "Y" club room ai 6:30 p.
m. A tournament will be sche"RIOT IN CELL BLOCK
duled after Spring holidays if
11"
there are enough entries.
Cast of 1000's
Actually filmed in prison.

Two of the Tiger "iron men"
who figure prominently into ball season rolled around, Roy
Coach Smith's receipe for one of was determined to' better his althe best teams in the conference ready fabulous record as a Tiger
are third baseman Wyman Mor- diamondman. If his early season
ris, and Roy Coker, second sack- performances are any preview of
what to expect to see in the record
er.
Both of these standouts are stars books at the end of the season,
in their own right and both have Roy will have made a name for
followed approximately the same himself in collegiate baseball, in
pattern in climbing to stardom on playing an important role on one
of Clemson's greatest ball clubs.
the baseball diamond.
Both, of these two senior infieldStanding high in the confer. ers were selected for all-state ence with a phenominal .395
honors in 1953, and are good bets batting average, the "little
to capture conference, and per- giant" is leading in three conferhaps national honors this year.
ence hitting departments. He
has hit safely 17 times for the
Morris, playing his last year
most in that department. He
for the Tigers as regular third
leads in doubles, having banged
baseman, will be shooting for
out three, and is tied with teamthe top in earning his third letmate Bobby Morris with two
ter in baseball at Tigertown.
When first going out for base- triples so far in the young seaball at Clemson, the natural ath- son.
In the fielding department,
-lete expected to play in the catcher's slot, but due to his strong Coker is just short of perfect. A
arm and maneuverbility on the good steady fielder, the second
field, the Tiger coach switched baseman has made a number of
him to third base, a position he exceptional plays. On two occasions this year the speedy inhas taken over with ease.
Last season as a junior, the sen- dividual has saved first baseman
sational hot corner man batted a Dick Swetenburg from commit.422 percentage for the regular ing his first error, by racing over
season to finish high among the to scoop up spinning grounders
top batsmen in the nation. With which slipped through the first
ten games already played so far baseman's fingers.
this season, Wyman has fallen
Like Morris, Coker is a good
below his 1953 percentage to a bet for professional stardom after
.375, but his fabulous fielding and his graduation from "the home
power hitting have already lifted of the Tigers".
him to stardom in the eyes of
coaches, teammates, opposition,
and fans.
Having already clouted four
homeruns for eleven runs-batted-in this season, Morris has
taken over the conference lead
in both of these departments.
He is also tops in the conference
In total runs, having crossed the
The Intramural Sports program
plate eleven times.
is now launched on the Spring
His fielding this season has been Sports schedule. Softball holds
fabulous. Oft times he is seen the foremost spot with 20 teams
scampering over in back of the entered. The teams are off to a
pitcher to grab slowly bounding slow start with so much rain
.grounders, which might otherwise keeping games from being playallow an opposing player to reach ed, however, there are 12 games
first base safely. He teams his scheduled for this week.
powerful arm with a large reptoire
The teams are divided into two
of ball hawking, which ranges -groups with 10 teams in each secfrom sensational back handed tion. At the close of the regular,
stops to throwing himself in front season the top teams in each group
of the ball.
will play the "World Series" for
Majoring in pre-destistry at the 1954 College Softball ChamClemson, Morris hopes for a try pionship.
v
in the maor leagues before hangFollowing the basketball touring up his spikes.
nament, which was won by
Roy Coker, Morris' accomplice Company C-4, the annual Free
in the infield, handling the key- Throw content was held. W. L.
stone slot, like Morris is playing Coleman, a cophomore from
his final season for the Bengals. Pamplico, .was the winner of the
' The dimiutive second sacker will contest. His record was 40
earn his third letter for as many shots made out of 50 tries.
years of action on the Tiger varsity.
From his sophomore year on
up, Coker has batted well over
Heating and Air Conditioning
the .300 mark, to place his
name high among the all time
408 N. MAIN STREET
ANDERSON,
' Tiger batsmen.
During his first year as a varsity member, the native of Taylors, hit a sensational .311, a great
average in any man's league.
' Last year as a junior, Roy improved his performance to a .329
and as lead off man for the Tigers,
struck out only one time.
When the 1954 collegiate baseLocated in Lower Lobby of Clemson House

Softball Underway;
Golf Tournament
To Be Organized

- 03CAR SAYS—

—OSCAR SAYS

21/2-12.

Johnson (C) defeated Weichman, 3-0.
Yaun and Johnson (C) defeated Palmer and Weichman, 2-1.
Woodward (C) halved with
Turner, 1%-1%.
Birmingham (WF) defeated
Thornhill, 2%-%.
Woodward and Thornhill (C)
defeated Turner and Birmingham,
2-1.
Larisey (C) halved with Burton, 1%-1H.
George (WF) defeated Easterby, 3-0.
Burton and George (WF) defeated Larisey and Easterby, 3-0.

—OSCAR SAYS-

—OSCAR SAYS—

that if you combine Tommy
that he Oscar) can't understand
it. Jack (Snookie) Heysath was Mattos and Winga Avery, you'd
still have one big drip.
a good boy this week-end.

WILL BE OPEN LATE FOR ALL DANCES

******
WEDNESDAY
April 14th

"CRIME WAVE"

■V.M- a lucky Strike

co-starring
Sterling Hayden
and
Gene Nelson
Plus Latest News

******

COLLEGE SMOKERS PREFER LUCKIES

THURSDAY
April 15th

A comprehensive survey—based on
31,000 student interviews and supervised by college professors—shows that
smokers in colleges from coast to coast
prefer Luckies to all other brands! Th«
No. 1 reason: Luckies' better taste!

"DONOVAN'S BRAIN"
with
Lew Ayers
and
Nancy Davis
Also Latest News
PHONE 6011
FOR TIME SCHEDULE

CAMII

TMt AMERICAN TOBACCO COMPANY

LUCKIES TASTE BETTER

CLEANER,
FRESHER,
SMOOTHER!
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5 Faculty Members
"o Present Papers At
Vademv Of Science

More Changes Yet To Come—
Destruction Of First
Barracks Planned
Field House Mess
Hall To Open April 20
By Lawrence Starkey
The school year of 1953-1954 has been one marked by constant transition and change for Clemson College. The Board
of Trustees, Faculty, and student body have cooperated
with the Engineers, Architects, and Construction company
in such a way as to make our campus a scene of coordinated
progress instead of one of confusion.
But the biggest changes are yet
to come. The paramount problem
in tearing down First Barracks,
is finding a place in which the
students can eat conveniently
without changing their schedules
greatly. After much careful study,
a solution »to this problem was
found.
Several students have perhaps
witnessed the building of a kitchen between the "Little Gymnasium" and "Big Gymnasium" at
the Field House. All cooking for
the student body is to be done
here during the period between
the destruction of the present
dining room and the construction
of the new one.
» This temporary system will be
cafeteria style. The students will
pass down the line, picking up
their tray and food. Tables will
be already set up in the Big Gym
with water, 'beverage, silver, seasonings, etc. • After each meal the
individual student will be responsible for returning his tray so that
it may be washej thoroughly for
the next meal.
There will be six serving lines
operating at once. There will also be space for everyone in the
student body to be seated at the
same time. To avoid standing in
line, it has been proposed that
Battalions will come at five minute interval between each other.

By staggering them in this way,
the whole process will be less confusing for everyone.
Some of the facilities used in
this Army style cafeteria system
will be naw, some old, and some
borrowed from the Army. The
electric ranges will be new and
these will be installed in the new
domintory kitchens when they are
completed. The silver, tables, etc.,
will be those used in the present
Mess Hall. Food trays and large
refrigerator vans will be borrowed from the Army.
• All the cooking will be done in
the temporary kitchen. The Little Gym will be used entirely for
food storage.
This temporary arrangement
will last for the rest of this
school year and on through the
Summer Term and Farmer's
Week. The new facilities for dining will be ready for the Fall term.
Many may be wondering what
this temporary kitchen will be
used for when our permanent
kitchen and dining hall are completed. At present, it is planned
for this space to be utilized into
much needed storage and dressing
space for the athletic department.
"The first meal served in this
Field House Cafeteria will be
breakfast on April 20," Walter
Cox, Alumni Secretary announced

Workmen begin putting up the roof of the temporary mess hall to be located between the
large and small gymnasiums of the Field House.
The structure will house the mess facilities af-

LELIN-STALIN
(Continued from Page Three)
climax. We had been frankly
awed by something we had never
expected to see in our lives, and
none of us spoke' until we were
almost back to our hotel.
Later we were to see the house
where Stalin was born in 1878.
It was at Gori, a little village
about two hours drive from
Tbilisi in central Georgia.
But even if our trip had not included a visit to the Moscow
tomb or the Gori birthplace, we
could not have escaped the Stalin legend.
It is not enough to say his picture and statue are everywhere.
You must see his portrait in every
room of a school, factory, or home
—you must see his statue in every
public square or auditorium—to
get the impact.
We saw Stalin in hundreds of
poses. In the factories he was
pictured standing among workers.

ter demolition of the present mess hall is started to make way for another section of the dormitory project now under construction. (TIGER
Photo by Jack Trimmier.)

On the farms he was shown
standing in the wheat, fields. In
the schools he was depicted holding children on his lap.
Lenin was a close second to
Stalin in number of pictures and
statues. If you looked on one
wall and saw Stalin, you could
almost be sure to find Lenin on
the opposite.
Only rarely did we see pictures
of Malenkov, and all we saw of
Lavrenti Beria, one time head of
the secret police, was an empty
nail on which his picture had
been hung at Stalin University in
Tbilisi and his likeness in a subway mosaic—which our guide denied was Beria.

COMEBACK BY GEORGE
Buck George of Rock Hill
whose spring football showing at
Clemson was one of the best on
record, is also looking great in
track. Named the Tigers' "most
valuable" trackster. his freshman
year, George didn't compete on
today. "The food will, be course, the cinders in 1953. He's a dashbe better than ever," he added man, 440 runner, broad jumper,
and javelin thrower.
smilingly.

Today's CHESTERFIELD is the
Best Cigarette Ever Made!

Five members of the Clemson
College faculty and staff will present papers at the 27th annual
meeting of the South Carolina
Academy of Science to be held at
Wofford College on Saturday.
Presenting papers to the biology
section of the Academy will he
Dr. H. P. Cooper, professor of
agronomy, on "The Possible Passive Role of Silicon in Determining the Intensity of Absorption
and the Rate of Synthesis of Carbon Dioxide by the Silicon Accumulating Crop Plants"; Dr. J.
B. Whitney, associate professor
of botany, and Dr. J. G. Dinwiddie, associate professor of chemistry, on "Effects of Maleic Hydrazide on the Growth of Young Red
Kidney Bean Plants" and Dr. A.
B. Prince, associate agronomist, on
"Determination of Available Phosphorous in Soils with Radioactive
Phosphorous".
Dr. W. G. Miller, professor of
mathematics, will present a paper
to the chemistry section on "Criti-

Columbia College
Alumnae Meet At
Clemson House
Members of the Columbia College Alumnae Association of the
Greenville Area held their annual
luncheon meeting at the Clemson
House, yesterday, April 7.
Featured on the program was a
play presented by several members of the Columbia College
Speech Department under the direction of Mrs. Anne Frierson
Griffin. Students taking part in
the play were Betsy Shealy of
Batesburg, Janet Alexander of
Brunson, Gerry Ray of Bamberg,
and Tuthie Hills of Summerville.
Hamlin McBee of Greenville was
technical director.
The county chairmen of the area
association are Mrs. William C.
Crane, Jr., of Easley, Mrs. Robert
F. Coble, Jr. of Anderson, Mrs.
James P. Kellet, III, of Fountain
Inn, Mrs. H. T. Haywood of Clemson, and Miss Bruce McKelvey of
Laurens.
Miss Martha Jo Barnes of Clemcal Points", locating maximum
and minimum points of a function
with end variables subject to M
constraining relationships.

Students Leave
Tomorrow To
Practice Teach
Twenty-three vocational agricultural education seniors at Clemson will begin their practice teaching in twelve different high schools
throughout South Carolina.
This is the first year that this
new program has been used as a
means of giving the prospective
teachers experience in their own
general locality of the state. In
the past the students have gained
experience in practicing teaching
in nearby schools.
The purpose of the proposed
program is to acquaint the student
trainee with community life and
to gain experience in the agricultural teaching field.
The young men will be under
the supervision of the agricultural
teacher in. their particular school
and in cooperation,with members
of the Clemson College Department of Vocational Agricultural
Education and the State Department of Vocational Education.
,
son, who plans to enter Columbia
College this fall, attended the luncheon meeting.

EASY ON
THE EYES!
Anderson's progressive daily NEWSpapers were designed by Gilbert Farrar, the
world's foremost typographer. They are optically correct, "easy on the eyes", printed
clear and sharp in one of the South's most
modern newspaper plants.
They provide this area with complete
Around-The-Clock news coverage, issuing
THIRTEEN NEWSpapers a week (including
the BIG SUNDAY paper), all filled with
NEWS, PICTURES AND FEATURES.
Their readers receive full trunkline
facilities of the Associated Press, International News Service, and North American
Newspaper Alliance reports, PLUS more
pictures than are published by any South
Carolina newspaper!

"Chesterfields for Me!"
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Anderson's daily NEWSpapers are the
fastest growing publications in South Carolina. Today they have 1,000 more readers
than just two weeks ago!
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* Broadway Hit

"T.a and Sympathy"

The cigarette with a proven good record

with smokers. Here is the record. Bi-monthly
examinations of a group of smokers show no
adverse effects to nose, throat and sinuses
from smoking Chesterfield.
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Chesterfields for Me!
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highest quality—low nicotine. For the
taste and mildness you want—smoke
America's most popular 2-way cigarette.
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The cigarette that gives you proof of
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Over 98 percent of the steadily growing
number of subscribers renew year after year
« one of the highest acceptance records in
the United States. And their AUDITED CIRCULATION which blankets this city's trading area shows this COMPLETE COVERAGE
of Anderson County:
0

Number of Families
'

:

'■'

Anderson Independent &
Daily Mail Circulation .... 23,386
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Largest Selling Cigarette
in America's Colleges

(In Anderson County Alone)

Per Cent Coverage of Families 99.2
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23,573
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CHESTERFIELD
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Copyright 1954, licotrt & Mints

TOIACCO CO.

TODAY
,

Forty Percent
More National
Advertisers

USE

The Anderson
Newspapers As
One Year Ago

TO

Completely Cover
The Area At Only
$2.94 Per Inch Cost!

